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Abstract: As a student modeling technique, knowledge tracing is widely used by various intelligent
tutoring systems to infer and trace the individual’s knowledge state during the learning process.
In recent years, various models were proposed to get accurate and easy-to-interpret results.
To make sense of the wide Knowledge tracing (KT) modeling landscape, this paper conducts a
systematic review to provide a detailed and nuanced discussion of relevant KT techniques from
the perspective of assumptions, data, and algorithms. The results show that most existing KT
models consider only a fragment of the assumptions that relate to the knowledge components
within items and student’s cognitive process. Almost all types of KT models take “quize data” as
input, although it is insufficient to reflect a clear picture of students’ learning process. Dynamic
Bayesian network, logistic regression and deep learning are the main algorithms used by various
knowledge tracing models. Some open issues are identified based on the analytics of the reviewed
works and discussed potential future research directions.
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1. Introduction
An intelligent tutoring system (ITS,
hereafter) is a computer system that aims to
provide immediate and customized instruction
or feedback to learners (Freedman et al.,
2000). Online education is becoming popular
in today’s educational systems; integrating
ITS into online or blended learning has
attracted significant research efforts (Hilles &
Naser, 2017). The major goal of ITS aims to
provide in-time and personalized feedback,
how to monitor and evaluate student’s
learning progress and performance is the
most important component for triggering
corresponding actions. The domain of learning
progress tracking and evaluation is so-called
“Knowledge Tracing” (KT, hereafter)—a
family of algorithms to model each learner’s
mastery of the knowledge being tutored
(Corbett & Anderson, 1994).
The learning of a student is a process of
acquiring new knowledge through interaction
with the external learning environment on the
basis of his/her prior knowledge (Appleton &
Beasley, 1994). The algorithms of KT are to
infer and trace the individual’s “knowledge
state” during the learning process, that is,
the exact set of concepts mastered by the
individual. Ideally, the knowledge state results
generated should be in-time, accurate, and
easy-to-interpret to enable follow up teaching
and learning decisions (Kasurinen & Nikula,
2009; V. Swamy et al., 2018) and educational
recommendations(Han et al., 2016). To
achieve the above goals, many models
have been proposed by researchers, such as
Bayesian knowledge tracing (BKT, hereafter)
(Corbett & Anderson, 1994), performance
factors analysis (PFA, hereafter) (Pavlik Jr et
al., 2009), and deep knowledge tracing (DKT,
hereafter) (Piech et al., 2015).
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It is quite difficult to be certain about
a student’s knowledge state within a KT
model because of the uncertainty of his/her
learning process (Vlahavas & Spyropoulos,
2002). Students’ mastery of the target domain
knowledge is influenced not only by their
general prior knowledge but also by the
learning context (Self, 1990). Ideally, all
of such contextual information should be
represented within the KT model, so that ITS
can provide suitable interactive assistance
to students. To make sense of the wide KT
modeling landscape, we argue that there is
a need to propose a scientific paradigm to
simplify and aggregate available techniques.
Such a scientific paradigm will provide basic
guidelines for researchers to understand the
roles of current techniques and identify areas
that require further clarification in future
research.
The first component of the scientific
paradigm for KT modeling that we consider
relates to the theoretical assumptions.
Assumptions are implemented by various KT
models to conclude data. However, some key
assumptions of commonly used KT modeling
formalisms may not be valid (Yudelson et
al., 2008) and it is often unclear whether
underlying assumptions of any commonly used
formalism will necessarily hold true (Gong et
al., 2011). Checking model assumptions could
optimize model performance and increase
model reliability.
The second component of the scientific
paradigm for KT modeling relates to the
source of data. Based on the available
observational data about a student’s interaction
with an ITS, KT models estimate the current
state of a student’s knowledge and provide a
prediction of future performance. Students’
correctness attempts on certain knowledge
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components (KCs, hereafter)1, which will be
referred to as “quiz data” in this paper, are
the basic data source for KT modeling. The
performance on quizzes2 is used to model
student knowledge growth. To enhance the
model’s accuracy and stability, many rich and
informative data such as students’ longitudinal
electroencephalography (EEG, hereafter)
signals (Xu et al., 2014), multi-behavior
features (Lap Pong & Haiqin, 2017; Sun et
al., 2019), and temporal information (Zhu et
al., 2018) were proposed for incorporation
and yielded better results than using quiz
data alone. To give a better bird’s eye view of
current work, there is a need to assess what
data about learners and learning environments
can be collected and used for KT modeling
and what results can be concluded from these
research efforts.
The third and last component of the
scientific paradigm for KT modeling relates
to algorithms. Although model assumptions
have the potential to prove general results,
these results depend critically on the form
of algorithms used. Many efforts have been
made focusing on introducing new algorithms
and proving they were superior to previous
ones (e.g. dynamic Bayesian network,
logistic regression, recurrent neural network).
However, is there any generalizable model(s)
that can be applied in assorted circumstances?
If not, it would be beneficial to summarize
individual algorithms’ strengths and
weaknesses.
All the above research gaps need to be
addressed by analyzing various KT models
systematically. Therefore, the purpose of this
1. Knowledge component (KC) is a
generalization of everyday terms like
concept, principle, fact, or skill, and cognitive
science term like schema, production rule,
misconception or facet.
Volume 14, No. 2, December, 2021

study aims to conduct a literature review,
mainly focusing on KT models from the
perspective of KT modeling techniques
including assumptions, data, and algorithms.
Our research efforts aim to answer the
following questions:
RQ1. What are the characteristics of
publications in KT?
RQ2. What are the general assumptions of
a KT model? How might existing assumptions
influence a KT model?
RQ3. Based on the literature, what data
could be adopted by a KT model? What results
can be concluded from these research efforts?
RQ4. What are the strengths and
weaknesses of major knowledge tracing
algorithms? What new research needs are
generated by these new approaches?
2. Background
2.1. Knowledge Tracing
KT is one of student modeling techniques
which has attracted intensive research efforts.
The task of KT can be formulated as a
supervised learning problem: given a student’s
past interactionsXT=(x1,x2,…,xt ) up to time t
on a particular learning task, the performance
of a student is predicted in the next interaction
xt+1. An interaction xt=(qt,at) is defined as a
tuple containing the KC id qt of a question
that a student attempts at time step t, and the
label a t is a binary variable that represents
whether the student answers correctly or not.
2. This paper will interchangeably refer to
quizzes as questions, items, exercises or
problems.
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KT usually seeks to predict the probability
that the student will answer the question
correctly during the next time-step, i.e.,
p( at+1=1|qt+1,XT).
In ITSs, KT models have two common
usages. To predict students’ performance
in the next practice opportunity is the most
frequently used one. For example, BKT is
used in ACT Programming Tutor to predict
students’ knowledge mastery during problem
practicing (Corbett & Anderson, 1994).
Mongkhonvanit et al. (2019) utilized a DKT
framework to predict a student’s next item
response with over 88% accuracy in MOOC.
The other usage of KT models in ITSs is to
obtain explainable parameter estimates (Gong
et al., 2011). Being explainable indicates the
parameters produced by the KT model have
practical meanings (i.e. pinpoint intuitively
which KCs a student is good at or unfamiliar
with), which can help researchers know more
about scientific facts. For example, Schodde
et al. (2017) adapted proactive instruction to
students in a game-like tutoring interaction by
interpreting parameters estimated from BKT.
Jin et al. (2019) proposed a recommendation
algorithm to match suitable exercises to
students adaptively based on understanding
BKT parameters.
Overall, various KT models are used
in assorted circumstances for users to make
informed, valid decisions. The modeling
processes and potential pros and cons of the
KT model are scattered in various studies.
Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a
systematic review to provide a detailed and
nuanced discussion of relevant KT techniques.
2.2. Major Models for Knowledge Tracing
Corbett and Anderson (1994) first used a
2-node Dynamic Bayesian Network to model
the knowledge state of each KC separately

4

for each student in ITS, and proposed the
model called BKT. As the dominant method
of modeling student knowledge, BKT has
the characteristics of simplicity, accurate
prediction, and ease of interpretation.
However, it cannot capture learning where
multiple skills are needed to perform a single
action (Gong et al., 2011). To handle multiple
KCs for the same item, Pavlik Jr et al. (2009)
presented a new alternative KT model called
PFA. PFA uses a logistic function to predict
the probability of correctness and is somewhat
superior to BKT. Considering the significant
correlation of factors (e.g. KCs) to diverse
learning states, several works shed light on
the possibility of knowledge state computing
using deep learning algorithms such as DKT
using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
(Piech et al., 2015), Dynamic Key-Value
Memory Networks (DKVMN) using MemoryAugmented Neural Networks (MANN) (Jiani
et al., 2016), graph-based knowledge tracing
(GKT) using Graph Neural Network (GNN)
(Nakagawa et al., 2019) and so on.
In all, multiple variants, extensions,
and alternatives to KT models have been
developed based on the strengthening of the
theoretical framework and the adoption of
new algorithms. In this paper, we will take an
in-depth look at those KT models, what data
is required of them, why we need them with
regards to different learning pedagogies, and
what algorithms are identified to distinguish
between different KT models.
3. Methodology
3.1. Literature Search Strategy
The purpose of this study is to investigate
techniques that have been used in KT research
and generate summative findings to answer
our research questions. Related articles were
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extracted from the following databases: IEEE
Xplore Digital Library, ACM Digital Library,
and Web of Science. “Knowledge tracing/
leaner modeling/student modeling” was used
as the research term to extract studies that used
it in the title or as a key term, and the search
time is 2019. The range of the article selection
is from 1/1994 to 8/2019 and 139 references
were initially retrieved from those 3 databases.

methods to generate a more sensitive and
accurate estimation of student knowledge
state, rather than an implementation; (4)
articles that focused on solving issues existing
in KT modeling techniques. Reviews,
commentaries, and case studies were excluded
from the data analysis of this study. Finally, 48
papers were included and then coded by the
classification scheme in the next section.

3.2. Inclusion/exclusion Criteria

3.3. The Classification Schemes

The main purpose of this study is to
discuss KT modeling techniques; the following
criteria were set to identify the articles to
be included in the analysis. (1) Articles that
defined KT as the primary research goal; (2)
articles that provide detailed information
related to KT models/algorithms/techniques;
(3) articles that focused on proposing new

To give a better bird’s-eye view of
current work, we introduced our classification
schemes. It is based on the inclusion/exclusion
criteria for classifying KT algorithms, and
includes the extensively studied families of
probabilistic graph model, logistic regression
model, and deep learning model. The
individual dimensions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The classification schemes.
Dimensions

Explanation

Probabilistic graph model

Models representing students’ knowledge state using
probability distributions and can be derived from a
reasonable dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN), including
BKT, multiple variants within BKT per se, and extensions
to BKT.

Logistic regression model

Models that are based on a logistic regression function.

Deep learning model

Models that employed deep learning algorithms.

4. Results
In this section, results are extracted from
the selected studies starting with bibliometrics,
then moving to the assumptions, data, and
algorithms of various KT models.
4.1. Bibliometrics

Volume 14, No. 2, December, 2021

Here, we conduct a basic statistical
analysis of the origin of the selected studies
and trends of publication numbers.
4.1.1. Origin of the Selected Studies
Based on the inclusion/exclusion
criteria, 48 papers were selected after careful
examination according to the classification
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scheme. Figure 1(a) illustrates the distribution
of publications that were selected. Around
83% (40/48) of studies from 1995 to 2019
are conference papers, while only 17% (8/48)
are journal articles. This may result from the

(a)

			

databases we chose. Figure 1(b) shows that
the first authors of all publications came from
seven countries and more than half of scholars
are from the USA (57% (27/48)), followed by
China (25% (12/48)) and Japan (6% (3/48)).

(b)

Figure 1. Illustration of the selected studies: (a) The distribution of publications; (b) The distribution
of first authors’ nationalities.
4.1.2. Trends of Publication Numbers.
Figure2 shows the number of publications
across years; modeling approaches are coded
according to the classification scheme we
proposed. The x-axis represents the published
year of papers and the y-axis represents the

number of papers. Most studies belong to the
family of a probabilistic graph model, while
the number of papers on the logistic model is
least. It is worthwhile to notice that studies on
deep learning models show an increasing trend
since 2015.

Figure 2. Modeling approaches of the selected studies.
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4.2. Assumptions of Knowledge Tracing
Models
In this section, we discuss the assumptions
behind various KT models. When using
the KT model to make actual decisions, it
is important to be aware of the differences
between the model and reality, and their
implications.
In the traditional classroom, paper-andpencil pretests or posttests in various forms
are used to assess the knowledge level of
students. The test results only report a general
score, but candidates with the same score
often have different knowledge states and
different cognitive structures. Therefore,
instructors are increasingly dissatisfied
with getting only individual macro-level
evaluations, and they would like tests to
provide specific and personalized diagnostic

information, especially to reflect the cognitive
structure of the students (e.g. what knowledge
the candidate has mastered), and put forward
corresponding suggestions (e.g. which aspects
of the student still need to be strengthened);
this is what we call cognitive diagnosis.
Applying the KT model to student
personalized counseling and cognitive
diagnosis is an important step forward.
Assumptions from cognitive diagnoses
are used to simplify the modeling process
and highlight the interplay between model
inputs and outputs. Based on the literature,
assumptions of various KT models are
extracted from each article selected and
shown in Table 2. The significance in Table 2
means that KT models are based on a set of
core assumptions from items/KCs, students’
personality and their learning process.

Table 2. Assumptions extracted for each article selected. The numbers in brackets represent the
total of studies.
Dimensions

Explanation

Assumptions
Different students come with different characteristics (16).
about students
One item covers one/multiple KC(s) that present in a course (48).
Assumptions
about items/
KCs

Assuming conditional independence of all KCs (34).
There are rich structures and correlations among different KCs of a learning
domain (14).
Different items have different difficulty or helpfulness levels for students (4).
If a student knows the KC, she/he would correctly perform and if a student
correctly performs, then she/he has acquired that KC (8).

Assumptions As students interact with items, they learn the KCs that are presented in
about learning them(48).
Students’ knowledge in these KCs will increase with frequent repetitions but
will gradually lose under the influence of time (13).

Volume 14, No. 2, December, 2021
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Once a student is in the known state, she/he doesn’t transit to an unknown state
(25).
Assumptions Characterizing students’ knowledge state as to whether they have mastered a
about learning certain KC or not (33).
Characterizing students’ performance as multiple state observable variables or
continuous partial credit (15).
4.3. Data for Knowledge Tracing Modeling
This section outlines what kind of data
one may need to build a KT model, and who
provides such data.
4.3.1. Data sources.
The data sources are coded in Fig
3(a). From the 48 studies reviewed, around
58% (28/48) used public datasets only. In

(a)

particular, the public dataset used is mainly
from the KDD Cup Educational Data Mining
Challenge3, the ASSISTments platform4, and
Khan Academy 5. These datasets consist of
answers to student’s historical questions and
most of the questions are classified in domain
knowledge, which are available free on the
web. As shown in Fig 3(b), there are 5 kinds
of domain-specific subjects among all the
datasets, and mathematics was the most.

(b)

Figure 3. Illustration of the selected studies. (a) Dataset sources; (b) Number of publications
per domain.
4.3.2. Types of data.
KT models include a range of model
types including the probabilistic graph model,
3. http://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/KDDCup
4. www.assistments.org
8

logistic model, and deep learning model.
The exact data requirements differ by model,
but what is common is that quiz data are
needed by practically all types of KT models.
5. https://www.khanacademy.org
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As shown in Table 3, some models and
applications require significantly more nonequiz data. None-quiz data could be classified
as student-level and item-level. Student-level

data refer to any information that is collects on
an individual student, and item-level data refer
to any information that is collects on items.

Table 3. Data extracted for each article selected. The numbers in brackets represent the total of
studies.
Quiz data

None-quiz data

Exercise tag, the correctness
of responses(48)

Student-level(10)

Students’ longitudinal EEG signals,
number of skills completed, average
response time, and instructional
interventions, etc.

Item-level(8)

Attempt count, first action, and the
intrinsic relations of KCs, etc.

4.4. Knowledge Tracing Models
In this section, we review the notable
algorithms within the proposed classification
frameworks. Instead of an exhaustive list, only
the most notable and promising advancements
of each category will be reported in this
section.
4.4.1. Probabilistic graph model.
Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT),
as shown in Fig. 4, uses a 2-node Bayesian
network to represent the relations between the
observable node Q (the responses of a student)
and hidden node K (the knowledge state).
The BKT model assumes that, for each skill,
the student is either known or unknown. The

BKT model typically assumes that forgetting
doesn’t occur. Additionally, BKT assumes four
probability factors for each skill, each of them
having a numerical value from 0 to 1:
1. P(L 0), the probability that the KC is
already known before the first time to
use the skill in problem-solving.
2. P(T), the probability that the KC will be
learned at each opportunity to use the
skill.
3. P(S), the probability that the student will
guess correctly if the KC is not known.
4. P(G), the probability that the student will
slip (e.g. make a mistake) if the KC is
known.

Figure 4. BKT probability graph structure.
Volume 14, No. 2, December, 2021
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Whenever the student has an opportunity
to use a KC, the probability that the student
knows the KC is updated using formulas

derived from Bayes’ Theorem (1)-(3). Action_
n means the actual correctness of the exercise.

			(1)
			(2)
		 (3)
It has been proved that the BKT parameter
space is non-convex(J. Beck & K.-m. Chang,
2007). That is, the parameter estimation task
of BKT is subject to local maxima rather than
global maxima. This problem of multiple
(differing) sets of parameter values that
make identical predictions in BKT is known

as identifiability (J. Beck & K.-m. Chang,
2007). Besides,if the value of P(G) or P(S)
is greater than 0.5, this may cause the model
to degenerate (R. S. J. D. Baker et al., 2008).
As shown in Table 4, to avoid the above
problems, various approaches to parameters
fitting for BKT were proposed.

Table.4. Comparisons between different BKT parameter fitting approaches.
Approaches

Fitting Strategies

Pros and Cons

The Baseline Approach (R. S. Each of the four parameters
J. D. Baker et al., 2008)
is a value between 0 and 1.

Has the problem of model
degeneracy and model
identifiability.

The Bounded Guess and
Slip Approach (R. S. J. D.
Baker et al., 2008; Corbett &
Anderson, 1994)

The guessing parameter is
Avoids the problem of model
bounded to be between 0 and degeneracy theoretically but
0.3, and the slip parameter is may be inconsistent.
bounded to be between 0 and
0.1.

The Dirichlet Priors
Approach (R. S. J. D. Baker
et al., 2008; Beck, 2007; J. E.
Beck & K.-m. Chang, 2007)

A Dirichlet probability
distribution is found for how
often different values of each
parameter are seen based on
the student’s performance
data across multiple skills,
and then the parameters of
all skills are constrained by
these prior probabilities.

10

Alleviates the problem of model
identifiability but have the
problem of model degeneracy
and the issue of generating the
Dirichlet is still a concern.
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BKT-Contextual Guess and Using machine learning to Alleviates the problem of
Slip (CGS) (R. S. J. D. Baker make contextual estimations model degeneracy and model
et al., 2008; R. S. J. D. Baker of P(S) and P(G).
identifiability.
et al., 2010)
BKT-Brute force grid search
(BF) (R. S. J. D. Baker et
al., 2010; Z. Pardos & N.
Heffernan, 2010)

Based on the entire parameter Has the problem of model
space and by setting identifiability and high
boundaries for exhaustive computational cost.
search.

B K T- E x p e c t a t i o n Maximization (EM) (Beck,
2007; Chang et al., 2006;
Z. Pardos & N. Heffernan,
2010; Z. A. Pardos & N. T.
Heffernan, 2010; Spaulding
& Breazeal, 2015)

B a s e d o n t h e s t u d e n t ’s Has the problem of model
performance data to estimate i d e n t i f i a b i l i t y a n d l o c a l
the model parameters by maximum.
finding parameters that
maximize the data likelihood.

BKT-Empirical Probabilities Annotating performance data Non-degenerate but sacrifices
(EP) (Hawkins et al., 2014; with knowledge.
the precision.
Junjie et al., 2014)
Clustering parameters across Finding a small number of Reduces the parameter space.
similar skills (Z. A. Pardos et parameters sets that provide
al., 2012; Ritter et al., 2009) good fits across a wide range
of data by clustering, rather
than searching a large space
of parameters.
Probabilistic graph models provide
a flexible framework for modeling large
collections of variables with complex
interactions. Alteration of some basic
assumptions and framework of standard BKT
yields some models that are more predictive
of student performance. Some research
tries to add item difficulty to BKT, such as
Knowledge Tracing-Item Difficulty Effect
Model (KT-IDEM) (Zachary A. Pardos &
Heffernan, 2011). KT-IDEM aims to give
each question its P(S) and P(G) to effectively
extend to capture item difficulty by adding an
extra node and arc for each question. Qiu et al.
(2011) extended the BKT model to consider

Volume 14, No. 2, December, 2021

forgetting behavior and developed a model
called KT-Forget that incorporates the time
that has elapsed between opportunities into
the BKT model. Yutao and Heffernan (2013)
relaxed the assumption of binary correctness
by replacing the discrete performance node
with a continuous partial credit node and
giving a new model named KTPC. Kaser et
al. (2014) proposed to use dynamic Bayesian
networks (DBNs) to model skill hierarchies
within a learning domain, use a log-linear
formulation, and apply a constrained
optimization to identify the parameters of the
DBN.

11
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4.4.2. Logistic Regression model.
Performance Factor Analysis (PFA)
(Pavlik Jr et al., 2009) uses a logistic

regression over aggregated performance to
determine students’ performance for each
skill. PFA defines the probability of success to
an item k by a student i as:
		

(4)

Where β k is the easiness of item k, s i,j
denotes the number of correctly solved items
for student i at KC j, while f i,jdenotes the
number of prior failures for student i at KC
j. The fixed effects γj and ρj therefore denote
the learning rates for successes and failures,
respectively. The parameters (β,γ,ρ) could be
estimated by maximum likelihood estimation.

(2017) introduced a group of multi-subskill
models that integrate all the four parameters
(learning rate, forgetting probability, guessing
and slipping probability) and item difficulty
through logistic regression in the KT models

Inspired by the logistic regression over
the learning and forgetting probabilities,
Gonzalez-Brenes et al. (2013) proposed a
general method that allows efficient general
features (e.g., subskills, problem’s difficulty,
and student ability etc) into KT model named
Feature-Aware Student Knowledge Tracing
(FAST). Xu and Mostow (2011) restructured
a KT model using logistic regression over
each step’s subskills to model the learning
and forgetting probabilities for overall
knowledge required by the step. Zhou et al.

Based on the use of a recurrent neural
network, DKT (Piech et al., 2015) is the first
model that exhibited promising results using
recurrent neural networks and suggested a
promising new line of research for KT in
deep learning. As shown in Fig.5, the input
sequence of the DKT model is described as
encoded exercise tags of a studentXT=(x1,x2,…
,xt ). It undergoes a series of transformations
via a hidden layer and forms a sequence of
hidden states (h1,h2,…,hT). The output is the
probability of getting the exercise corrects:

4.4.3. Deep learning model.

			(5)
			
In DKT, both tanh and sigmoid functions
are applied element-wise and parameterized
by an input weight matrix Whx, the recurrent

(6)

weight matrix Whh, initial state h0, and readout
weight matrix W hy. Biases for latent and
readout units are represented by bh and by.

Figure 5. The architecture of deep knowledge tracing.
12
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The objective function of the model is
the negative log-likelihood of the observation
sequence of student performances under

the model and could be minimized using
stochastic gradient descent on mini-batches.
The objective function is as follows:
				(7)

is the binary cross-entropy
where
function, n is the number of students, Ti is the
interaction length of student i.
Following the DKT model, there are
increasing amounts of researches. L. Zhang
et al. (2017) extended the DKT model to
incorporated more features at the item-level
including first response time, attempt count,
and first action. After convert to categorical
data, those features were represented as a
sparse vector by one-hot encoding as inputs.
Then Auto-Encoder was applied to reduce the
dimensionality of inputs to DKT. Chen et al.
(2018) proposed to incorporate the information
of KC structures into the DKT model to
solve the problem of model evaluation
inaccuracy caused by data sparsity, which
specifically refers to considering the pre and
post-relationship of KCs. Minn et al. (2018)
proposed combines student’s learning ability
into DKT. K-means was used to clustering
the students into a group with similar ability
at each time interval first and then combine
that information with DKT. Yang and Cheung
(2018) designed an automatic system to
embed the heterogeneous features implicitly
and effectively into the original DKT model.
Besides the recurrent neural network,
more and more deep learning algorithms are
used for KT modeling. DKVMN (J. Zhang
et al., 2017) was proposed to go deeper to
trace how specific concepts are mastered by a
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student based MANN. Casting the knowledge
structure as a graph, GKT was proposed by
Nakagawa et al. (2019) based on GNN. Lee
and Yeung (2019) proposed a new model
called Knowledge Query Network (KQN)
that uses neural networks to encode student
learning activities into knowledge state and
skill vectors and model the interactions
between the two types of vectors with the dot
product. For identifying the relevance between
the KCs, Pandey and Karypis (2019) proposed
a self-attention based model named Self
Attentive Knowledge Tracing (SAKT).
4.5. Performance metrics of knowledge
tracing models.
Towards the two common usages, KT
models are usually evaluated by how accurate
they predict student’s performances, as well
as by parameter plausibility (Gong et al.,
2011). Parameter plausibility is often tested by
comparing them to an external gold standard,
and metrics are used to quantifying the
quality of predictions. As shown in Figure 6,
classification metrics of Area Under the Curve
(AUC) and Accuracy are often adopted for
the task of evaluating the prediction accuracy
of the KT models. Besides, considering the
KT task as a regression problem, regression
metrics of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
and Mean Average Error (MAE) are usually
used for model performance evaluation, with
lower values meaning higher accuracy.
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Figure 6. Performance metrics of the selected studies.
5. Discussion
5.1. The Influence of Assumptions for
Knowledge Tracing Models
Through summarizing the assumptions of
existing researches, results in Table 2 indicate
that most existing KT models consider only
a fragment of the assumptions that relate to
KCs, students’ personality and their learning
process. Educational psychologists have long
converged that the knowledge construction
procedure of students is not static but
constantly evolving (Wang et al., 2013). The
problem of optimizing model performance and
increasing model reliability in the KT model
remains under-explored. Existing work either
neglects some fact that affects performance
(e.g.forgetting) or assumes it’s influence on
student knowledge state is constant (e.g.
item difficulty), and this is unrealistic in
the actual learning process. Future studies
should take into account the reasonable
and comprehensiveness of the underlying
assumptions of what it is that makes the KT
model successfully infer students’ knowledge
state.
5.2. The Results Concluded by Data of
Knowledge Tracing Models
14

Table 3 shows the input data of the KT
model found in studies, and the number of
related articles. It can be found that quiz data
is essential for the KT model to measure
students’ subject-specific knowledge state.
However, the academic performance at a point
of time is insufficient to reflect a clear picture
of students’ learning process (Schrader &
Erwin, 1991). Modeling a credible student’s
profile that reflects the impacts of the learner’s
characteristics during the learning process can
be an interesting research direction for the KT
task based on the following evidence: (1) In
line with the assumption in cognitive diagnosis
(Jiao et al., 2019), process data is worthy of
exploration and the integration with quiz data
can enhance our evidence base for KT task;
(2) 29.2% (14/48) of research on KT modeling
analyzed one-quiz data as the supplementary
data source and
5.3. Compare Analysis of Knowledge Tracing
Models
As for a KT model, estimating accurate
and explainable prediction of students’
knowledge state requires the combination
of well-chosen assumptions, well data
collection, and well-implemented algorithms.
Unfortunately, there isn’t any generalizable
Volume 14, No. 2,
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model(s) that can be applied in assorted
circumstances. The strengths and weaknesses
of each kind of KT model are summarized as
follows.
According to the prior knowledge of
pedagogy and experts, the relations between
the observable variable (the responses of
a student) and the hidden variable (the
knowledge state) could be observed and
further hypothesized by various probabilistic
graph model (Lafferty et al., 2001; Pirolli
& Kairam, 2013). The advantage of the
probabilistic graph model is that it can make
good use of pedagogical theory and has strong
interpretability. In the case of less training
data, the model also performs well. However,
the performance is highly dependent on the
experts’ understanding of the scenario, and it
cannot explore new KCs that have not been
defined by the experts.
The logistic regression model is simple
and easy to understand. These models do not
describe how a student’s knowledge state
concerning one skill is affected by another.
Instead, it takes a student parameter as the
only factor that relates the knowledge state of
different skills. Moreover, a skill is explained
by the regression coefficient for the skillspecific covariates, from which we cannot tell
the structure of the skill domain directly.
The deep learning model mainly uses
some existing deep learning algorithms
to solve a series of problems in KT. Deep
learning has led to important improvements
in KT tasks (Ding & Larson, 2019; Long &
Pengyu, 2017). While those models need
a huge and diverse amount of training data
to show good performance. Besides, the
quality of the data is also very important. The
sparseness of student’s exercise data limits the
model’s performance and application (Vinitra
Swamy et al., 2018). Besides, deep learning
technology has poor interpretability. In most
Volume 14, No. 2, December, 2021

cases, it can only explain what the model
output represents, while the intermediate
process is a black box, which cannot explain
why such output results are obtained.
However, in the KT task, it is hoped that the
model can pinpoint intuitively which KCs a
student is good at or unfamiliar with. With that
in mind, an effective approach to deal with
sparse data and well-interpretability is crucial
to a deep learning-based KT model.
6. Conclusion and Future Research
To answer the three research questions,
we examined the extant literature in an
attempt to identify the current state of research
in the field of KT modeling. We proposed a
coding scheme and summarized KT models
from the perspective of assumptions, data,
and algorithms. Based on our analysis, some
promising future extensions are detailed as
follows.
6.1. Perspectives of Assumption and Data
Student learning is influenced by many
factors in an authentic learning environment.
Heterogeneous data, such as textual and
picturial information and student interaction
data, needs to be considered in KT modeling.
Deep learning has been fruitful in many fields
such as natural language processing (Tom et
al., 2018), computer vision (Athanasios et
al., 2018), and speech recognition (Deng et
al., 2013). Such advanced techniques should
be introduced to process heterogeneous data
and embed heterogeneous data into a high
dimensional space to facilitate students’
knowledge state. Besides, traditional
pedagogical theories, such as memory curve
(Gruber, 1992) and forgetting curve (Averell
& Heathcote, 2011) should also be considered
in the modeling process to strengthen the
rationality of model construction and further
improve the performance of KT models.
15
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